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CMS Q&A
PDPM Payment Overview
What is PDPM?
The Patient Driven Payment Model (PDPM) is a new case-mix classification system for classifying skilled
nursing facility (SNF) patients in a Medicare Part A covered stay into payment groups under the SNF
Prospective Payment System. Effective beginning October 1, 2019, PDPM will replace the current case-mix
classification system, the Resource Utilization Group, Version IV (RUG-IV).
Why is CMS changing from RUG-IV to PDPM?
Under RUG-IV, most patients are classified into a therapy payment group, which uses primarily the volume
of therapy services provided to the patient as the basis for payment classification. This creates an
incentive for SNF providers to furnish therapy to SNF patients regardless of the patient’s unique
characteristics, goals, or needs. PDPM eliminates this incentive and improves the overall accuracy and
appropriateness of SNF payments by classifying patients into payment groups based on specific, datadriven patient characteristics, while simultaneously reducing administrative burden on SNF providers.
How are SNF patients classified into payment groups under PDPM?
The PDPM classification methodology utilizes a combination of six payment components to derive
payment. Five of the components are case-mix adjusted to cover utilization of SNF resources that vary
according to patient characteristics. There is also an additional non-case-mix adjusted component to
address utilization of SNF resources that do not vary by patient. Different patient characteristics are used
to determine a patient’s classification into a case-mix group (CMG) within each of the case-mix adjusted
payment components.
The payment for each component is calculated by multiplying the case-mix index (CMI) that corresponds
to the patient’s CMG by the wage adjusted component base payment rate, then by the specific day in the
variable per diem adjustment schedule when applicable. The payments for each component are then
added together along with the non-case-mix component payment rate to create a patient's total SNF PPS
per diem rate under the PDPM.
How does the PDPM classification methodology differ from the RUG-IV?
Under RUG-IV, payment is derived from a combination of two case-mix adjusted payment components
and two non-case mix adjusted components. The RUG-IV payment methodology assigns patients to
payment classification groups, called RUGs, within the payment components based on various patient
characteristics and the type and intensity of therapy services provided to the patient. Under the PDPM, six
payment components are utilized to derive payment. The PDPM uses clinically relevant factors, rather
than volume-based service for determining Medicare payment. Under the PDPM, patient characteristics
are used to assign patients into CMGs across the payment components to derive payment. Additionally,
the PDPM adjusts per diem payments to reflect varying costs throughout the stay.
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